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For more information about how we use motion capture data, visit: FIFA Gameplay Team: fbai “Our mission at EA SPORTS is to inspire people to play FIFA,” said Matt Bilbey, FIFA Director at EA SPORTS. “With the introduction of ‘HyperMotion Technology’, we are expanding the scope
of the experience by bringing the game to life like never before. We want to make FIFA more immersive and dynamic than ever before, as well as bring a next-generation experience to life.” FIFA 22 HyperMotion Technology is powered by Real Player Motion Analysis (RPMA), which
enables a dynamic, high-energy gameplay experience. RPMA makes a multitude of off-the-shelve animation models and player specific physics models more accurate and more lifelike, as well as increases players’ agility, strength and skill set for more realistic control in the game.

FIFA 22 features the first and only 100% player-controlled, ball physics in the series, with more realistic control over the ball. This unique rule, designed for the FIFA simulation gameplay, uses a new biomechanical approach to play, allowing players to do things like “glide” the ball on-
pitch, and go further than ever before with their advanced jumping ability, off-the-ball control and improved tackling, as they lead to a deeper connection to the gameplay. Further customization options have been introduced to the user interface to help players create and share

video highlights to easily promote their best moments on social media. Authenticity is enhanced with more game celebrations available in the creation mode. The Player Impact Engine creates more realistic player finishing animations. The new “Change Your Goalkeeper” feature will
finally put the goalkeeper at ease in the final stages, increasing their confidence in their skills. “This year, we’ve been working on creating a more authentic FIFA experience with the enhanced ball physics, enhanced decisions, and a deeper connection to the game for players,” said

Marc Kennedy, Senior Director of FIFA Operations. “The game play is where EA SPORTS has put its passion to create a unique experience. Now, with the introduction of ‘HyperMotion Technology’, we’re introducing the most realistic motion capture gameplay ever seen on the
PlayStation 4, Xbox One and PC.” FIFA 22 introduces “The Journey,” a new career mode

Features Key:

Dare to test your skills in brand new 4 v 4 team multiplayer modes, a completely new FIFA mode and 4v4 exhibition mode.
Two new ways to compete against another human in FIFA. Play Online with friends and family in ‘Real Match’ mode or play head-to-head in ‘Hot Potato’ mode.
Add new life to your Ultimate Team by contributing to the community of FUT. Follow your favourite player and watch their training and video footage.
Host Pro-Am and mini-tournaments with your friends.
Live out your dreams as both a manager and a player in FIFA 22 and compete against famous managers from across the world.
Redesigned FIFA Ultimate Team attributes. Create your dream FUT squad, personalise your FUT looks and play across a wide range of kits and footwear.
FIFA 22 introduces ‘Hyper Motion’, the most authentic and accessible version of the game yet for both mouse and keyboard and computer controllers.
A new camera animation system, game physics, ball bouncing, weather and pitch effects, new lighting, and a plethora of bug-fixes and UI improvements.
New free-flow style gameplay that fosters creativity, competition, and tactics.
Complete Player Journey. The specific way that you play in the game will determine your own personal experience, with a range of player attributes, kits, training drills, and more to keep you on course.
Three new ways to train your gamer - interactive tutorial, classic tutorial and the all-new Zone Trial.
Real World Player Conditioning. Train players by using real player data from a wide range of professional players and match footage.
AI Academy. Train players using your own real skill data, authentic clubs and meaningful matches, with the option to add new challenges to test the talents of your player.
New Scorekeeping. Earn trophies and progress through the game by pointing and clicking the scoresheets throughout your matches.
New Player Statistics – Track your progress through the season and your club 
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s #1 football game, and the global standard for football games – and it’s our most authentic football experience. Powered by Football. Authentic. Future. FIFA Ultimate Team™ Take your Ultimate Team to the next level, with one of the largest
collections of real players and legendary real-world stars. New Balance Player Index™ New Balance includes the top 1,500 players in the league, dating back to the year 2000, along with teams, stadiums, sponsors and FUT Pro Clubs to take your team to the next level.
Gameplay State-of-the-art 3D match engine featuring innovative ball physics and fully reworked player intelligence make FIFA more realistic, responsive and tactical than ever before. Rivalry Play in your country’s official colours and battle for the bragging rights with your
favourite clubs. Journey Modes Challenge your friends in the all-new FIFA Showcase mode, as well as the new Community Goals and MyClub modes. Multiplayer Rivalries • Exhibition Play against real-life teammates, plus official or unofficial characters from the world of football.
Matchday Track every goal and every shot in the action-packed new Match Day mode. Offline Franchise Take your team online with a completely new Online Seasons experience. Local & Online* Compete in up to 32 local Friendlies or play online in one of 26 multiplayer
modes. Offline Seasons Synchronise the seasons across all your games to take your entire FIFA community offline for custom training sessions, goal celebrations and other activities. * Online play requires Online Pass which can be purchased here. Real Clubs, Players &
Moments Official Licensing Take on rivalries in a variety of formats including friendly matches and tournaments. Play your favourite club colours and take on official team kits, stadiums and even famous players, including Man United’s Ryan Giggs and Barcelona’s Lionel Messi.
Facilities Explore your club’s stadium and tailor how you play on the pitch to your club’s preferred playing style. Ambiance Tailor your team’s off-pitch style by dressing your team members in bc9d6d6daa
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Take on the challenge of FIFA Ultimate Team. Now, you can assemble a team of over 350 real players or create your own using AI players. Add them to your FUT team and play online, or try some new ways to play with new players in Career Challenges. MyClub – Build your
dream squad in the new and improved ‘MyClub’ game mode, now with a deeper and more realistic transfer system, new superstar players, and improved The Journey. Customise your matches by creating a UEFA Champions League or FIFA Club World Cup group and play to
manage your club in-game. New Skills – A deeper progression system that unlocks more and better abilities, more training options, and more game scenarios as you progress through the game. Add more goals, shots and crosses than ever, all displayed on the new
customisable Pro Player Details screen to create visually stunning highlights.The US military has launched a cyberattack on Iranian computers in a bid to disrupt the regime's banking and communication networks, a senior source tells Mashable. The "Operation Ababil" was
launched in an effort to disrupt computer networks that are used to filter and censor internet and traditional communications networks. The US cyberattack on Iran comes as the Obama administration looks for ways to respond to the ongoing demonstrations in the region. Visit
Business Insider's homepage for more stories. The US military carried out a cyberattack on Iran to disrupt the regime's computer networks on Friday, according to a senior military source. Officials say the operation, called Ababil and codenamed "Operation Ababil," was
launched in response to Iran's crackdown on political protests and targeting of US personnel in the region, which has been ongoing since November 20. Before the launch of the operation, the goal was to cripple a network used to censor the internet and traditional
communication networks. That operation, codenamed "Olympic Games," was launched by the US military on Thursday. "The objective of Olympic Games was to disrupt the Iranian ability to censor the internet and disrupt the Iranian ability to block satellite TV," military source
told Mashable. The two operations, which were not classified, were "an evolution of the cyber campaign we've been conducting against them since the start of the uprising." However, with Olympic Games' success, it meant the US military was on the path to disabling the
"Guardian" a network that filters and censors the internet used by Iran's

What's new:

 6 Degrees of freedom gameplay, with gameplay that cuts a 360-degree track around the pitch, always keeping players in frame.
 Present your fans with an unprecedented festive experience with the Christmas Seasons Feature.
 New playing surface: artificial turf.
 Innovative cover art that simulates the vibrant world of electronic music and visual spectacle.
 New lighting system and realistic player graphics with more emotional expressions to match the settings.
 All new Ball Physics system for accuracy and control.
 New coaching tools to navigate and strategise like a true manager.
 An easy-to-understand tactical overlay that helps teach the game’s most complex systems.
 A new tutorial system that allows players to easily check and fix their action, with access to expert tips for every key aspect of the game.
 Live soundtrack—the soundtrack to the game.
 New sense of place and atmosphere with new stadiums and player jerseys.
 FIFA Ultimate Team—make your dream team ready for battle against the greatest clubs on Earth.
 Official soundtrack to the most exciting season of the year.
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Developed by EA Canada, and published by Electronic Arts Inc., FIFA is the world's most popular sports videogame franchise, and is built to provide the most authentic and complete sports gameplay experience. FIFA is set in the beautiful game
world with more than 1,400 licensed teams, leagues, stadiums and clubs from nearly 50 countries, taking gamers into the heart of sports action. Players can compete online or offline in a wide array of worldwide competitions, or use licensed
club teams and compete in head-to-head online matches to prove their mastery against others around the world. What is FIFA Ultimate Team? FIFA Ultimate Team delivers an immersive club experience with one of the largest card collections and
deepest set of customisation options of any sports videogame on the market. It allows you to take to the pitch as any of more than 150 licensed world-renowned club teams - including Arsenal, AC Milan, Bayern Munich, Barcelona, Chelsea,
Corinthians, Inter Milan, Manchester City, Marseille, Milan, Manchester United, Napoli, Paris Saint-Germain, Real Madrid, Sao Paulo, Schalke, Southampton, S.L. Benfica, Toulouse, Valencia, Juventus, and many more - and manage their in-game
squad, buy, sell and trade players. What is FIFA Mobile? FIFA Mobile features the most authentic gameplay across an entire football season and delivers the deepest set of club and player management tools of any football game in a mobile
environment. Featuring an in-depth transfer market, the award-winning FIFA Live Action system, and comprehensive management tools, FIFA Mobile offers a true football experience. FIFA Mobile is powered by EA SPORTS™ FIFA and is free-to-
play on both Android and iOS with no in-app purchases. What is FIFA Mobile Companion? FIFA Mobile Companion is the first mobile game to feature match and team stats such as the number of shots on goal, ball possession, fouls and cards. It
also provides players with real-time news, fixtures, player information and a global rankings. How do I download FIFA? On Android and iOS (Apple TV users) To download FIFA for your mobile device, visit the App Store on your device or click here
to visit the iOS App Store. You can also download FIFA on your computer using your web browser, select your platform below and follow the prompts. You will be asked for your PSN account, if you don't already
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System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: - Windows 10 - Intel Core i3 or i5 Processor (2.5 GHz or higher recommended) - 4 GB RAM - 2 GB of available hard disk space - NVIDIA GeForce or AMD Radeon video card Recommended Requirements: - NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 780 (2 GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon R9 290 (2 GB VRAM) - Intel Core i7 or Intel Xeon CPU (3.2 GHz or higher recommended) - 8 GB RAM - 4 GB of available hard
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